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Abstract: In 2012 Avery Architectural & Fine Arts Library at Columbia University and The Museum of Modern Art in New York co-acquired the extensive Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation Archives, thus entering into an unprecedented collaboration across domains. This endeavor included navigating the complexities of joint stewardship when the two institutions—a museum dedicated to mounting exhibitions and a research library dedicated to access and scholarship—have different mandates and systems for sharing information. The collaboration also realized an ambitious exhibition agenda that produced four Wright exhibitions in four years, including Frank Lloyd Wright at 150: Unpacking the Archive (MoMA 2017), a show that took the archive itself as its point of departure. Processing a collection that is simultaneously being mined for exhibition purposes has had particular challenges, such as the reconciling of item-level cataloguing with higher level processing practice. Yet both institutions have been driven by the common goal of making Wright’s archive more visible and accessible, and to generate new scholarship on this canonical figure. The successes and challenges of this experiment offer one model for how archives, libraries, and museums can collaborate to facilitate cross-disciplinary projects.
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